
INE BACK IVERSEN 
Actress - Model - Host -Social media influencer 

“My greatest passion in life is entertaining and creating stories through visual art. I have been woking in 
the entertainment industry since the age of 15 through everything from acting, modeling and as a TV Host 

for major networks such as MTV.  

When it comes to social/new media and the power it has in todays society I enjoy working with brands on 
creating engaging stories  and content that will entertain and excite my followers and readers”. 

  www.ineback.com 

 For collaborations and 
business enquiries and 

pricing contact directly at: 

ineback@me.com  



BACKGROUND: 

Ine Therese Back Iversen is a Norwegian actor/TV-personality and model currently pending between 
Norway and Los Angeles, CA. 

Iversen grew up in Norway and started early doing both acting and writing. She studied media at the 
University of Trondheim (NTNU) and started working as a host for Student-TV. She moved to Oslo and was 
accepted at the Nordic Institute for Stage and Studio (NISS), where she studied acting for two years. 

In her second year of Drama School Ine played The Mad Hatter in “Alice in ünderland”, Lady Macbeth in 
“Macbeth” (Shakespeare). In her final year she played The Lady in “Shadows” (Jon Fosse) and Bolette in 
“Lady From The Sea” (Henrik Ibsen). 

Ine was at the same time working as a radio hostess for Radio Prime Norway, doing interviews, reporting 
news, entertainment and sports. 

Since graduating Ine got employed in TV 2 Norway as an entertainment reporter in the biggest 
entertainment/celebrity show in Norway “Good Evening Norway”. After just one year she moved to Los 
Angeles to work as the only Los Angeles entertainment correspondent for TV 2 Norway. 

Ine is currently also working for MTV Norther Europe and is a TV-Host with weekly segments from the red 
carpet in Los Angeles. She is also the ambassador for the first and only mobile app for the MTV brand, 
“MTV Play”. 

In Los Angeles Ine have been working on The Oscars, Golden Globes, The Emmy Awards, MTV Awards, 
Red Carpet for movie premiers, Movie junkets and other happenings within entertainment. 

Ine moved to L.A to pursuit her acting dreams and have been doing acting classes at Anthony Meindl’s 
Actor Workshop (AMAW) since 2013. 

Iversen has since then been in a number of short films, music videos and featured in both national and 
international magazines. 

Through social media influence she is the face of brands like “Sudio Sweden” and “Netta LA” and have 
been working with brands like “Marshalls”, “Want My Look”, “HFLA” to name a few.
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